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CONSUMERISM COMES TO THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE

INTRODUCTION

This Topical Paper has been prepared by three individuals who

are associated with publicly supported community colleges in different

capacities. All the writers and their institutions are closely asso-

ciated with a common issue--the increasing and, sometimes, frustrating

problem of consumerism as it encroaches upon the once %sacred" halls

of higher education. As interest on the part of federal and state

0
agencies Increases and legislation is enacted to prevent consumer

abuse in higher education, institutions are literally being forced to
41,

recognize that students, as well as taxpayers, are consumers of

higher education and that the educational marketplace must concern

itself with fair practices, much as business and industry has done in

the past several years.

Even though the consumer protection movement associated with

American products and advertising hal beLn somewhat overexposed, it is

new to educators, who have been concentrating on a myriad of other

probleMs. Since most administrators within postsecondary institu-

tions are just now feeling the effects oftecent investigations and

°subsequent legislation, the first 'section of the paper is a .

philosophicalieverview. The, author outlines some reasons for the

development of consumer problems in community colleges via gives a

rationale for committing institutional resources to deal with them.

1



The remaining presentations, written by two student affairs special-

.ists-provide some contructive suggestions that may assist other

institutions as they begin to face,iConsumerism in postsecondary edu-
-

cation. 0-

EaCh'instItution represented is participating in a National

Projtct I grant entitled ",Better Information for Student Choice"

Jinder the Fund for the Improvemeht of Post-SecOndary EduCation. The

major focus of,the grant is to allow potelallypace-setting agenties
. -

and postsecondary.institutions to develop standards for improving the

quality of information.brovided to prospective students.. -The plant

presented here are in the developmental stage and will continue

evolve as higher.educatioo becomes more fully acquainted with the

many aspects of the'consqmer problem.
A

2
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WALKING THE TIGHTROPE OF CONSUMERISM

George B. Vaughan

Sears, Roebuck and Company recently finished rewriting Its 1976

spring-summer catalog. Missing from the new version aremany-adjec-

tives and cla4 that in the past proMised,eonsumers mtich but told

them little a out the quality or performance of a produCt..,One,

illustration will demonstrate what type of rewriting the seventy-five

copywriters, did in.the three years it 00 them to complete their

f -task,. Th4 descriptiom of a house paint im)She 1975 version of the

catalog states that the paint "Won't yellow"' and,thatthete is 'No

chalk washdown." It further Points out that the paint has "exceP-

tional durability to fight 'summer's broiling heat andwinter's isy

blasts." The new version qualifies-the guarantee by claiming that the
,

paint will be "NonyellowAg for five years" and that there will

"No chalk washdown for five years." It states simply that the paint

is'"olimate-formulated to withstahesummer and winter."(italics mine.)

e I
What does the Sears catalog have to'do with community college

. 0

`education? ,A great deal, if.one views it as 'Symbolic of the Current'

need to provide better information-fpeconsumer 'choice and to pre-,

. sent straightforward copy, that avoids the adjective overload of the
c

.

0. w"
past; . -

.

Let us contrast the Sears rewtte with.cprreht advertisements-

: used by some public community colleges (Beniler, 1975): One adstatei

3.



that if you.;"WANT 111,,EARN $'S 7YOUR:CAREER YEARS" you'can do so-by

going to college. Ic further/asserts that the college's programs

"prepare'you to mike immediate entry into business. Or industr at a

itigh stdrtinl-salary" (p.. 35). As Bender points out, 4e O';e of the

C3dollar sign is misleading and the claims of immediate ent
//

ry into-the

job market and the;earning.of hiq salaries are frequently unsupport-

able and 9ere1ore Misleading. 'One advertisement is directed at

veterans,' telling them that by enrolling in college they can "SHAKE

THE MONEY TREE:" !Although Bender gives other examples, these alone

inditate that we in the pbblic cOMmunity colleges should be lining up

our own copywriters in-order to bring our.catalogs, brochures, and

,.advertisements in line with consumer 'demands._

Most.community colleges'probably do not intend to defraud or

mislead studentso. Yet-there are several internal andsexternat
,o

,
,factors. that puSh us toward using a hard-sell 'approach. If the

battles o'frecruitment fieVeicaused some colleges to be less than

candid- -and many institutions are-410w did we get ourselves into
A

, this situation? There' appear to be everal reasons why we are now

;;!elking the tightrope ofoonsumeris

Higher enrollments.mean larger budgets. If the wo-year college

vis to serve its target populat on adequately, it must sustain an

enrollment that will ensureA equate funding. As the birth,

rate declinee.and competition for students increases, thi's part
-\

of -the tightrope act-becoMes. re endure dTfficUit a' perform.

U
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',The public community colleges have played the major role in the

democratization movement in .higher educailop that has taken place

since the end of World War II. But, this process has exacted a

price. As students exercised their choice to attend college in

the freeenterprise atmo$phere of American soctetSi, they fre-

quently made unwise decisions. The result has often been to

waste the resources of our young people (and society) in our

attempts to better serve.thea through enrolling them in the

community colleges. -While supflorting the student' "right to

fail," we should recognize that many enter the community college's

open door ill prepared to make the wise career choices that would -

allow them to succeed. We must giVe them more than the alterna-

tive to attend or not to attend collge; we must provide them with

adequate.information so that they not nly select the appropriate

institution but also increase their chalices for success.

Another aspect of the democratization process has been the

demand, created in part by the community c lleges themselves, for

educational opportunities for the masses. ficinorities, members of

lower socioeconomic, groups, and other segment of society have

come to expect more educational programs tailo ed to ,their

specific needs. Some colleges have, as a resul of these new

demands, often found themselves trying to be too 1.ny things to

too many people.

During much of the Olgst quarter of a century, commu ty colleges
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have:tend 0 to be the "fa r-haired boys" of state legislatures
V

and other finding agent es. As a result, they have been supported

. generously but

unchecked in

programs-wit

eration fo

Lastly,

een allowed to develop and opehte almost
-

so instances. For example, they have instituted

uate planning and with little or no consid-

the future f the graduates.

ny of us associa ed with the community college movement

nat nally and locally have cruited students with a missionary

al based on the belief that i we can enroll them we can "save"

them. The high attrition rate of o r students suggests that we

are not "saving them" as well as we art recruiting theM.

Each of these factors affects-attempts to'"package" our services

in a more candid and useful fashion. And there e other agents

demanding that public community colleges, along wit other segments

of higher education, get their houses in rst of these

external fortes is the federal government, which its increasing its

monitoring of higher education.. In relationshin'to the consumer

issue, "Congress is showing an increasing interest in protecting the
c,

consumers of post-high school education, although few specific
.

proposals have yet been put fOrward" (Semis, 1975, p. 1).

State legislative study commissions are also demanding to know

more and more about such things as enrollments, job placement, and

student success in community colleges. This information is_being

shared with the taxpayers, who therefore are better able to.,ascertain

6
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whether theythey aee getting their mOneyis worth.

And finally, more students'are demanding, that they get what. they'

"contract for" when they decide to enroll in a college. This move-

ment, though not new, is manifesting itself-increesingly in theAorm

of suits against institutions that fail tfOive. up to their stated
\ .

commitments.

Is there anything we in .the publittommunity.colleges can do 'to

cope rationally with the nevochallenges ofconsumerism? Are we to go

aTiing with chadegAte'andflpfalrirefund and 'Other procedures?

Will we continueltomft lavish promisesiin regard to job placement,

training:ancisalaries when, in-fact, we ire not performing as we lay

we are? Or are we to sit back and wait; orsuch things as the .

"Buckley.Amendment":regerdingtudents. rIghts to see confidential

files and the recent veteraW,regulatinns which tend to force many

institutions to commie flagrant violatipns of the rules. Ifwe act

now, knowledgeable people in the colleges rather thancongressional

committees and tureaucratt can aki''degisi-ons thatwill guiti our

futures. We might consider several things:

There are twdAroPps of consumers of higher-education: the

student and society': We need to be SerisitiVe'io'both groups.

We need to acknowledge that we have maddhmistakes andlhave

ignored certain needs ford.reform. If thb tax dollar is 'to be

used to "buy education," as has been and is being done, society

has a right to certain expectations. For example, otr'refund

7
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policies have often worked to the advantage of the institution

rather than the student andtheiltaxpayers. On the other hand,
.,-

'students have been able to receive veteran's beneffU, social

security-benefits, and dther tax financed benefits without

showing adequate acadeM4c progress.

We should examine some of our basic philosophical beliefs and

determine if'donflicts exist between institutional policies and
0

federal and state laws. If so, we need to take fur stand rather

Ur accept all federal and state regulations without question.

For instance, the new regulations issued by the Veterans Admin-
r

istration discourage nonpunitive grading by pressuring institu- ,

bons to discontinue the liberal use of withdrawals. We must

askwhether nonpunitive grading-is wortiliting fOr, and if it

js, we should make our views known and challenge the VA's

ruling: The point is that we in higher education should be

making or at least influencing decisions fecting educational

policy instead of fighting the brush fires of compliance.

Yet we cannot be free from outside pressures. In this situation we

mustabandon defensiveness and be willing and able to explain our

position.

As one considers these issues, one fact should emerge: few, if

any, colleges are immune to the effects of consumerism. Though per-

haps the analogy is overdrawn, one writer makes a strong case for our

being more sen4tive to the college's role in relation to the con-

sumer.- El-Khawas statee.that "college catalogs are seen as a form of

8
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institutional advertising, adisissions counselors are seen as'-salesmen,

and a student's formal regiStration as a contractual agreement between

buyer and seller`,' (1975, p.1261. Another educator makes this point:

VThough we academics tend to see ourselves primSrily as consumers, by

others we are een...as the managers of one of. the country's largest

businesses, and we must, therefore, like Other Owners and managers,

stand 'before the bar of public accountabilitY; consumerism allows of

no exception (Weliinger, 1975, p. 586).

If we are not-immune, we should better "prepare to serve the

consumer. And if the individual institution is to. prepare, we must .

have some guidelines. Some ways to'develop 'guidelines are outlined in

the next sections of this paper, along with dome suggestions on how to

presewt the materik Both rural and urban settings areConsidered,
0

FirSt, however, I would like to suggest some reasons why an
, .

individualifollege as well as higher education in general should

devotg,time and.energy to developing a ftepaganda-free approach to-

consumers. .
1

.

. -.

, . t '

The primary reason isthat it is Staffed by professional people.

---who have an obligation to present prospective students with as much

accurate -Information as-possible and to live up to the College'

stated policies. Armed with this information, students and parents

of students should be agile tomke a decision about a particular

college based on facts and not promises. Most colleges should IR-
,

vide more consumer protection than they, have in the past.

9
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The changing legal position of students is another reason. Stu-
ll

dents are now recognized as consumer's, and the courts are hearing

cases based on theif consumer complaints. If we know the facts, we

can better present them and avoid beini called into court to defend

false claims. And if we do go to court on a consumer complaint, having

the facts will help our case.

Next,.as the consider movement becomes widespread in higher

education, each college will need to know more about dthgr, postkc-

ondary education opportunities and be able to better advise students

which institution. they should attend. Knowing about other colleges

means more-than being familiar with what is in theie catalogs. 'rt

means knowing such things as the-ft- dropout rape, job-placement

record, what types of financial aid they'have available, and other

inforniation that will allow students to make better.choices. If we

have a more accurate picture of other institutions, it should be

easier to resist jhe temptation to enroll .students in our own

institution, wh her we have a program for them.Or not. Incidentally,

this aPproach will promo rofessionalism'and perhaps lessen the

chance-of legal action against the college.

this could prove to be the most valuable result of

providing better. information for student choice, the institution will

get to know.itself better. As'Stark (1975) puts it, "The process of

elf-examination for the benefit of the customer can increase credi-

bility at the same time that institutions are improved. The consumer.

10
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movement is just one more stimulus toward fiscal and educational

arcountabtlity." She points out that many students want to know in

advance whatItype of education they will' receive at a given institu-

tion. They want printed course objectives and statements on how they

will be graded.

As I implied above, getting to know an institution means more

than simply being aware of its enrollment and curricula. It means

having a public information program 'that keeps people informedas'well.

as promotes the college; it means knowing what happens to students

once they arrive on campus and thus.it means providing information for

those ai0eady eirolled as well as for prospective students;' it means

presenting students with various career choices even after they have

enrolled (most students do not choose a career at the same time they

select a college)c. We need to extricate ourselves from the unfortu- ,

nate position where we continue to enroll majors in history, English,

and education who are unaware of the limited prospects for employmentIP

upon graduation. We must tell veterans what is expected and what is

likely to happen to their benefits if they fail to comply with

established guidelines.' In short, when we know our institution and

present information in a manner that is clear, candid, and adequate

for the decision making process, we will have taken a major step

toward being able :1411 the Consumer some of the things we can

guarantee about our ucational programs.

If we consider thse points and take action when needed, con-

11
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rism should not threaten our public community colleges; instead it

should present all of higher education with an opportunity to better

serve its two consumer constituencies. "Consumerism is not a limited

effort focused on only certain abuses or types of institutions. Rather,

it poses a dual challenge to all postsecondary institutions, question-

ing:...first whether (administrations) have been sufficiently sensi-

tive to the needs of prospective studehts for fair, accurate, and

complete information and second (whether) institutions have made

available to enrolleo students the educational program that was des-.

Nerlbed and t citly promised to applicants" (El-Khawas,. 1975, p. 29). '

WalfangNthe t'9htrope of consumerism will become less of a threat once

"the>college,,beN, omes more sqnsitive to the needs of the student and

. begins to incor rate better) consumer information as an integral part

of both short- and leng:gange planning.

0
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THE COMMUNITY COLLEGES RESPOND TO CONSUMERISM

Bonnie Elosset

In annffort to jilkff the increasing consumer problems, the

federal goverment, after considerable investigation, found it
-r

necessary to establish and begin to enforce rules and regulations that

would protect the consumer of higher educatift.- Some state.legisla-

tures also have enacted laws particularly.regarding proprietary-,

schools) to help alleviate abuses. The Federal Trade dimission

developed regulatiOns concerning the advertising, disclosure, cooling
:43A,,

off, and,refund policies of proprietary, vocational, and home study

schools, And While lost educators feel that both federal and state

legislation are beginnincito force postsethodary institutions to

eliminate* undesirable actices, and though most of these same

edhcators tend to endorsethe concepts and intent eibodied in the

-legislation and subsequeat\regulations, it is becoming increasingly

'evident that.those regOlatiOns developed by individuals far removed

fhm-:the educational community are often not compatible with the

framework and operating procedures in educational institutions. The

Buckley Amendment, for example,, was certainly a positive step toward

preventing misuse of student records, yet college admissi officers

across the nation were unable to cope, with some of its ts. It

ultiMately had to be changed on the, basis of recommendations mad; by

those whp were close tope source of the:problem and who would

13
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ultimately enforce the law.

Perhaps the critical point often overlooed in most discussions

of consumer protection for students is that the most effective job of

policing can and should be initiated and carried out by the instito-
ir

tions themselves. Had we educators been sensitive to the consequences

of releasing infdrMation on students, we could have devised a workable

but much less restrictive plan to protect student records effectively.

Institutional policymakef's and those who actually implement such

policies should be the ones to devise and carry out consumer prdtec-

tion programs

institutional

we can hardly

suited to our

desks.

As Vau

in postsecondary education. If, however, we at the

level are unwilling to assume this rl sponsibility, then

express dismay every time a new reg lation that is ill-
.,

needs and seemingly impossible to epree crosses our

an mentioned earlier, Con ess Is showing increased

interest in prote ting Student consumers, although few specific

proposals have ye \been put forward.H,Ipterest, however, is obviously

not enough, and the allenge facing the corlikiWcollege is to

develop those s ecifi o osals. The pertinent question then is,

How card coMmunity colleges vise kositive ways (4 dealing with tie

difficult but not inSurmOUntab task"of providing adequate consumer

protection for students and in the' ocess ward off much of the rigid

and ill-suited legtslWon that will in tably come from outside

sources if we do not act? It is highly des' able that we respond in

1.4
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such a way that we do not unduly compromise the flexible and innova-

tive approach which has made our institutions highly successful.

,The first positive step, of necessity, is to act quic!cly. Top-

level administrators (presidents, deans, division chairmen) must take

time to acquaint themselves with the new legislation, much of which is

at the heart of institutional philosophy. They must set that institu-

tional policy is brought in line with federal and state regulations

and make sure that these regulations are understood and enforced at

the appropriate levels in the college. Should these administrators

feel that the federal guidelines are incompatible with the goals of

the institution or are unfair, then it is their obligation to try to

modify them. Some of the ill-designed legislation. and regulations

meraly slipped into existence throughout the nation because those in

a position to exert influence were uninformed concerning the basic

issues., The tragedy is that we tend to lose:much of the diversity in

American postsecondary education if we do not Study the legislation

. carefully and make the problems unique to our particular institutions .

known to appropriate agencies before the legislation is written.

Most educators close to the issue know, however, that recently

developed legislation was ehacted to Prevent flagrant consumer

abuses. What is really needed now, in addition to immediate Compli-

ance or expressions of disapproval, is positive action by the colleges.

4 to help the students in ways that are more subtle butinopetheless

significant.

18
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During the 1974-75 academic year the Fund for the Improvemet'of

Post-Secondary Education, in its National Project I guidelines,
4

challenged institutions to gather and disseminate the kinds of infor'

mation that can effect a better match between students and institu-

tions. The task was to provide prospective-students not with
-

glowing accouhts and promises often unfulfilled but with specific data

suited to the needs of the various target groups,who might attend the

institution. The three commun ty colleges that received grants from .

theTund under the "Better Information for Student Choice" guidelines

are presently developing creative ways to help student consumers. make

better
110

selectioh$. 'These improved choices will increase their success

and in turn will give taxpayers a better return on their dollars

invested in higher education.

One of these colleges was Mountain Empire Community College in

Big Stone Gap, Virginia. It isone of more than five hundred small,

rural postsecondary institutions in the nation and offers courses and

programs extending through the first two years of college, At present,

the college is attempting to devise creative ways to go beyond reacting

to newlegislation. The institution is committed to seeing that the

student consumer receiVii-information that is highly accurate even if

it is not always gldwing. The college i----ls,1T:Temeftti-ng-a_proposal

which will, we hope, let the consumer know what the institution is ands,

perhaps even more important, what it is not. Though the following

suggestions are'tailored somewhat to a small, rural community college,

16,
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many of the ideas could with slight modifZation meet the needs'of many

institutions.

We are all caught up in therecruitment race that forces institu.;

tions to emphasize attractive physical factors-to the exclusion of

more pertinent ihforMation. Recent high school graduates are, ften

disillusioned when they enroll and find themselves among'stUdents who

are married, often with families, outside responsibilities, and jobs.

-% students need to know the kind of lifestyle tlipy will encounter once

they arrive. The facthat the average age of students on many

community college campuses is high provides advantages which should--
,

be made ,known. Multigenerational classes may well be a significant

plus factor at community colleges; students can benefit from the

diversity in age and background found in most classes.

Most community college administrators are horrified at the

prospect of publishing attrition rates; yet this is important infor-

mation fbr a student who is asking "What is likely to happen to me if

I enroll in a certain program at your institution?" We can publish

the data and explain why attrition rates tend to be high, emphasizing

the fact that many students leave their programs to take good positions

. or to attend other institutions.

The second major task of the community college attempting tb

presentla realistic picture would be to find out more about what

happens tb the students whenthey leave institution. Rural

service areas are frequently populated with persons who have a strong

17
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desire to bedome educated and work close to home. Yet in many of these

same areas the data show that the outgoing migration rate of high
.

school,-seniors is sometimes as high as 70 percent. One ma,10r step that

a college.serving a locale like this can take is t gather specific

information about local employment opPortunities f% students who enter

and complete occupational-tethnical programs. The mew Guaranteed Stu-

.:

dent Loan Regulations are forcing us in this Airpction when they

state:, f.
"In the case of an institution having a course or courses

of study, the purpose of which is to prepare students for

,a particular vocation, tradakor career field, such state-

ment shall include information regarding the employment '-

of students enrolled in such courses, in such vocation,

trade or career field. Such information shall include

data tegarding the average starting salary for previously

enrolledstbdents entering positions of employment for

which the courses of study offered by the institution

are)intended as preparation and the percentage -of such

students who obtained employment in such positions.

9.

This information shall be based on the most recently

available data. If the institution, after reasonable

effort, cannot obtain statistically meaningful data re-

garding its own students, it may use the most recent

Comparable regional or national data" (Federal Register,

1975, P. 7596).
18



Few educators would deny tht the prospective student should have e

this kind of information, yet many institutions are taking advantage

of the loophole offered in the last sentence and providing only

national. data.. National trends, however, have ',little significance in

secluded rural areas with unique economio problems. Community collegei

that serve rural areas need to begin by tapping and utilizing local

7
data such as that collected by local planning districts, local devel-

opment authorities, various industries and companies, curriculum

advisory committees', and urban-rural renewal programs. Information

received from these local sources can provide answers to student

questions, that catalogs, brochures, and recruiters have either ne-

glected altogether or glossed over with general or misleading state-

ments. One does not have to spend, much time with prospective students

or read very extensively to know that most students are extremely

./,

conderged about whetheethey will be employed when they. complete their

programs.
4

But prospective students need more information than just what

job's will be available and where. People making decisions that will

affect the rest of their lives are entitled to much more than federal

law now dictates. Therefore, institutions that are really interested

in the long-range success of their graduates might work toward pro-

viding a comprehensive job 1-fisting which includes the following items:

1. Detailed job descriptions--average entry-level salaries;

average' salaries and salary ranges after two years on the
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job; and average salaries and salary ranges after five years

on the job.

2. Opportunities for advancement based on the career-ladder

concept--specified requirements for advancement. How

rapidly will advancement occur? Now far can one advance

in various types of positions?

3. Oppo ities, for example, for individuals with an associate

as compared with thoseftwith no postsecondary educe-

tionalexperience (follow-up studies on each group should *be

madeLl

'4. Mini educational requirements for job entry.

S. Desired'educational requirements for advancement.

6. Educational opportunities available in the area for both job-

entry training and skill improvements.

7. General aptitude requirements for getting and keeping a job.

Studies Should-be made to determine how people feel about

their j .- What are the retention rtes in various types

of post ions?. Detailed information concerning work hours,

vacation and leave time, the types of offices, the types of

supervision involved, and so on, should be available.

D. Life styles on the job. 0

9. Long-range projections for continued and future employment--.

job forecasts for the next five years.

10. Mobility'factor associated with the job.

.
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11. Employers' attitudes--toward inservice education, toward

people With degrees; toward older people entering the job

mark et.

Hist ory of unemployment periods.

13. Local, regional, state, and national outlook for the job.

In addition to giving' students detailed job information, we need

to. tell them what certain careers entail and 'demand. High school

girl's envision nursing as a,glamorops profession where they may meet

and fill in love with handsome doctors and make-Upa bed or two onjhe

side, whereas inrealityrnOrsiiig-is somewhat less glamorous than

television programs lead viewers to believe0 Community colleges can
. ,

proyide prospective and currently enroll0 students with accurate
a '

career profiles. Audiovisuatyresentations on each career field.

offered at the institution can be prepared and distributed on the

campus, at local libraries, and at high schools throughout the service

areas. In a rural area where. varied career Models are not abundant,

these factual pictpres can contribute a-great deal to helping a stti-
,,

dent select an appropriate institution and program.

Students who enter-the University-parallel program, like the stu-
o

dents who enter the occupatlona)i-techOical programs, require accurate

information WY-Often of a different nature. Many of these students
$

select the transfer courses because they are not interested in any of

the occupational programs offered by the college but they reallyddo

not know specifically what they want to major in or where they want to
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go. The lack of career modcls in a rural area affects these students

:is well. They tend to think that most people who attend a four-year

institution are teachers or go on to become doctors or lawyers. They

are hot are ofthe multitude of career options open to fourvear-

college graduates. Most of the information these students receive

comes from faculty advisors and counselors and is designed to help..them

choose a transfer institution and select the courses that will facili-

tate the transfer.

All too often we fail to devotes great deal of time and energy

to transferstudents and are cnncerned even less about their future

%employability.. Perhapswe.have this attitude becauie we think that

-Placing them is reallythe,responsibility of their fpdr?year institu-

tions.' But, the community college is extremely. well suited to giving

,transfer students the kind of information that would help them alioid-

"drifting into major' with very little background information once

thertransfer. .studen should be made AWare oirmajors four-year

institutions that will lead to employment, and they can directed

toward institutions whicji have made an effort to employ their'gradu-
gi o ,

ates. -Counselors at community colleges should begin to probe and find

out .what transfer institutions have good placement records.

even if we develop the mechanisms for continuously,

gathering accurate, relevant, and useful data, the Anstittitional

staff can never reach enough people i hive a sizeable impact, As,

the information is gathered, it can be Made available to publiC infor-
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mation coordinators, recruiters, faculty and staff members, and all

those who speak on behalf of the college. But the - information. will'

also have to be packaged and delivered in such ; way that,it will

reach and affect prospective students, currently enrolled'students and

their parents, gkiii,general publ(cr A college cannoi'publish page.

and page's of raw data; they'Must be interpreted. And then good copy

'',7;must'be written that will attract and maintain the attention.of variop

target grpups throughout the service area. For instance, elderly
/

people interested in taking 'a special interest course should not be /

expected to sift through-pages,OteMployment information intended fori

Students entering the occupational-technical4ields. Each institution

will have individuals who know the area and its people to develop a

well-integrated information program. ThoSe who coordinate such pro-

graMs willalso,have to know how,to relay timely information to the

appropriate people in language meaningful to them.

Time alone,will tell what turn the consumer movement in higher

education will take and what ultimate effect it will have. But one

.4, thing is certain--institutions that accept federal dollars will be

affected by the moveme t whether they like it or not. These colleges

have choices.. They can become overly defensive, ignore or resist the

regulations, 7'd u timately face serious compliance audit exceptions.

Or they can comply, strictly with the law without really knowing or

caring what its implications are. The wisest will face the fact that

institutional negligence is at least partly responsible'for numerous
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consumer complaints and will seize Uponthe opportunity' to do*,ftre for,.

students than they have done in the past. The community colleges that

take a positive attitude toward the movement to protect and assist

student consumers are likeixto attract the students they are best

equipped and designed to help and will eventually be higher quality

institutions producing better satisfied students with brighter futures.

Ernest Boyer stated; "As the world beto ore complicated, as the

amount of information increases, as th em of getting jobs and

the nature of those jobs becomes more complex, and questions of sur-

vival become more intense, education will matter as much and more than

it does today" ( "Is College Necessary?", 1975, p. 37).

.

Since education'fbr many is inexorably linked to survival in our

increasingly complex society, it makes sense that more accurate

infoftation about which type is best suited to the individual is

important. If so, we should willingly and'enthusiastically search

for crealkmeans and commit institutional.resources to ensure that

thettudent and the taxpayer,-who are both purchasing a major service,

get their money's worth.
, .
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DEVELOPING AN EDUCATIONAL PROSPECTUS

R. Th4Mas Flynn

Monroe5Community College (New'York) is an example of a city-based

institution witb. a rapid rate of growth. During such growth, many

assumptions regarding tie information needt-ofthe community about the

college have been made. based upon the questions asked most frequently

by members of the Community:. However, these assumptions have-not pro-

duced a coordinated public informatiOn program that adequately explalns-

. to the community the total concept behind this emerAg institution.

11

Few community.golleges an claim that they have not experienced

image problems as they become established within their communities.

This'may be especially true in a sophisticated urban setting where

the role of the community college is not clearly understood, and where

four-year colleges and universities often receive more attention than

their two-year counterparts. Due to such, factors, community colleges

are compelled to re-examine the information they provide to the

community, al %hough this effort will require.A-gnat deal of time and---

expense.

A college's responsibility to its students does not begin when

they are accepted but when they_are-still searching for the best place

to spend their academic lives. Prospective students have the right to

assume that the information presented by the college is accurate and

complete with weaknesses as well as strengths. Besides helping the
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students determine whether the college matches their interest, abili-

ties, and career goals, the information should also point out possible

reasons for not attending the institution: Some aspects may be con-

sidered negative by some and positive bxothers. For example, the fact

that a two-year commuter college offerS a quality education but does

.-not.have.fraternities, sororities, or some other social activities
...

,

tharatteri$t4cof retid

t
ur-yeai..colleges:,09 be discouraging to

illsomeone who desires the " 1" college experience:''Howeyer,.foi. a

person who is interested primarily in a good education at a,reasonable

price whileliving at home, such information may be viewed in a

positive light.

Students are well aware that many college graduates are out of

work and many are employed in fields other than those for whiCh they

were prepared. They have a tight o know not only what their chances

are for successfully completing their degree, but also how their

degree will benefit them once they leave the institution. Such infor-

mation should be provided by the institution in its early information

' to prospective students:

The failure of colleges to adequately inform students of the

rigors of academic life and the nature of particular programs contrib-

utes,to the frequency of curriculum changes and withdrawals. Although

some moving around is obviously necessary as students try out different

career goals, much exploration could be eliminated if prospective stu-

dents had a more accurate picture of their chosen programs before,they
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, enrolled. In fact, most changes and withdrawals are not true to aca-

demic failure but to the student's discovery that the curriculuer0

program was "not what I, thought it would be like."

As institutions investigate their own neecrto develop a better ,

information base, they will most likely find that they share common

problems with most two-year colleges,while having a few unique

difficulties. The following are some misunderstandings and gaps,

found by Monroe Community College as it examined its-information

system.
1

The "open-door policy' was mot understood by current students,

let alone-prospective studentsw other members of the community.

An obvious misconCeption was that 'because any high school graduate

could enroll in the college, he could also enroll in any program.

No one appeared to 'know very much about why the attrition rates of

M.C.C. (or any other community college) differed from those of

four-year institutions.

The public had an inaccurate image of the college because it was-

not aware of the quality and diversity of the different educa-

tional programs.

Printed descriptions of the college did not adequately reflect

the diversity of the students and their Ability levelsTas a

result, many members'of the communit assumed that M.C.C. stu-

dents were drop-outs frowother colle s or students who could

not qualify for four-year schools.
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Information given to the public did not completely explode,the

myth that only recent high school graduates could succeed in

college.

Prospective students were not informed regarding the transfera-

bility of their credits to four-year institutions or their

opportunities for employment when they graduated from the college.

Once an institution recognizes these kinds of problems, it must commit
.

appropriate institutional resources to develop new ways of providing

"Better Information for Student Choice."

The-diverse population served by the typical urban community

college requires that diverse approaches be used to present informa-

tion to these service groups. The obje e should be a comprehensive

information package in which each piece reinforces and compliments the

others.

Though community colleges have relied on their catalog to

present information to prospective students, a few have used other

approaches such as college.viewbooks, minicatalogs, student.hand-,,,

books, and various programmatic pamphlets. Yet despite their

admirable variety, all these modes rely-on,the printed word. An

audiovisual presentation in the form of slide -tape cassettes would

be an effective addition to the information package, especially for

a student population that varies widely in ability and is freqUently

more visually than verbally oriented. In addition, the cassettes

mould be more stimulating and visually appealing than written

materials, and therefore the information would be more easily
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absorbed and retained.

The "Educational Prospectus" is defined as all the information

the institution provides to prospective students about itself. The

development of the Educational Prospectus first requires that the

college find out whit prospective students and other members of the

community want to know. This requirement can be fulfilled by A

I
survey which asks the various groups to identify and rank their

informational needs. Those surveyed should include high school

seniors, high School guidance counselors, parents, of high school
O

seniors and current college students, alumni, faculty and adminis-

trators. Through a preliminary investigation, the types of questions

that have to be examined will be identified. Most likely, those

questions will include:

"What is likely to happen to me if I come to your institution?"

"What percentage of the.students graduate from-the programs in

which they are initially'enrolled?"

"What are my chances of finding a job-locally if I enroll in a

career program?"

"Will all of my courses transfer to a four-year institution?"

"What are some of the reasons for which I should consider

attending another college?"

At Monroe Community College the final Survey included ninety

questionse such as:

l.'s Who attends the college?
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2. What programs does the college offer and how good are they,

according to students and gradliaies7-

3. Is the college4merely an extension f high schoort----

4. What, according to students, is the soc 1 life at the

college?

5. How do students and graduates rate the quality of

faculty? ,

6. can students succeed -At the college if theyare working?

Each person surveyed was a:ked'toLsrate both the imPortance (high,

medium, low, none)`and present availabiliikiincollege catalog,

example)of the information-called for by each qUelliscTi. Space, was

°

also provided for rrespondents taw_ite in additional questions which

they considered important. The results tiere analyzed by computer'ip,

order to identify those types of information considered to have "high

importance" and "low availability." Since the survey also collected

a large quantity of demographic data about the respondents, it was

possible to analyze the responses by group (seniors, parents, M.C.C.

alumni, and -so on), by ethnic group, by sex, and by other subgroupings,

-.as well as bk total responses to each question.

After reviewing the results of the survey, the investigators

tried to determine whether a multifaceted approach was still the most

approp t . They recognized that colleges hav traditionally used

college ca Alva for distributing all information to ospective

studentt: so, viewbook5 nd minicatalogs had been shown to 6.6

r
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successful. However, they questioned whether any institutions had

attempted or been successful with using slide-tape cassette presenta-

tions. The survey results convinced them that to meet the information

needs of the diverse community, the Educational Prospecti should in-

clude such an audiovisual package.

The college's next project was to collect the information that

answered the questions rated most important. The following methods

were used to gather these data

1. Questionnaires were distributed to:

a. M.C.C. students in various curriculum areas

b. 1M.C,C. alumni, faculty members, and administrators

c. area employers wha had hired M.C.C. students

d. M.C.C. students who had transferred to four-year schools

2. Interviews were conducted 'with M.C.C. students, faculty, and

administrators and with area employers. The interviews were

handled by M4C.C. students trained in market research

techniques.'

3. Existing college records on such points as the percentage of

M.C.C. graduates who received financial aid were consulted.

Most of the information was collected directly from M.C.C. stu-

dents themselves, since they were best qualified to offer opinions on

such high - priority topics as the social life at the college, the

quality of the faculty, and the content and demands of various pro-

grams.
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The college decided to create seven short (te to fifteen min-

utes) slide-tape cassette programs. One would present an overview of

the college experience at covering such topics as admissions

requirements, costs and financial aid, student population, sociallife,

and transferability. The others would. describe in depth various re-
---

%

lated career and transfer programs. Each presentation would consist

of professional narrations, photos, and recorded nts of college

students, presenting information that had been iden ified by the survey

as having "high importance."

The cassette programs were to be distributed to all area high
o -4 4,

schools, local libraries, colleges, and many'industries. Copies of

the programs would also be available in various location fat the

college to be used by current students as well as prospec ive stu-

dents visiting the college. It.was also decided that it w extremely

important for the cassette programs to be updated periodical ,'just
4

as an institution updates its college catalog.

During the creation of the Educational Prospectus at M.C.C. many

institutions inquired about its status and become quite interests in

developing a similar project: However, caution should be exercised-by

any college considering such a prospectus. First, the necessary

commitment' must be made. M.C.C. committed two years to this effort

and was able to hire aefull.-time staff member with experience in graphics,

writing, and photography through a grant from the Fund for the improve-

ment of Post - Secondary' Education. Commit-hints were made by the Insti-
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tutional Research Department, as well as by various academic and stu-

dent affairs offices to assist in thd program. Each institution

should make a commitment to develop an Educational Prospectus in

order to give students the information they need to make the best

choices possible. However, a prospectus using any medium that is

developed with-less than total support would probabl present less

than total Information and not serve the intended yu ses.

After M.C.C. reviewed the currently available information, it

developed the following timetable in order to meet its objectives. A

consideration of this timetable by interested institutions may help

them consider whether they are prepared to provide "Better Information

for Student Choice."

SUGGESTED TJOITABLE

September 1, first year

November 1, first year

December 1, first year

February 1, first year

March 1, first year

First phase of research to identify

information needed by prospective

students.

Compiling research results, sharing data,

and developing second questionnaire.

Second phase of research to determine

the answers of M.C.C. students to

questions of prospective students.

Compiling results.

Writing, photographing, editing, and
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duplicating slide shows and printing

brochures.

September 1, second year Testing prospectus.

October 1, second year Compiling responses to prospectus;

/

evaluating effectiveness of prototype

°prospectus.
. .

November 1, second year Finishing prospectus; duplicating and

distributing copies to previously

identified sources.

It is not enough for the institution to simply take good photo-
.) 0

graphs and develop copy on the basis. of intuitive feqlings. If a

colleg s to projeCt accurate information it must gather and utilize

all instit tional information available. Most colleges today boast

of complex management information systems which produce massive

amounts of data. It is time now to sift through this data and make

the most relevant aspects available to students. This we have tried

to do.
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